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The United States (US) Attorney General has apparently authorized federal prosecutors to seek the death penalty against a defendant implicated in bombings of US Embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. The lawyers representing this defendant are (perhaps understandably) against this authorization. But the question remains whether seeking the death penalty against this defendant is prudent.

First of all, seeking the death penalty may have pre-conviction benefits: e.g., facilitating the obtaining of information that can have antiterrorist and counterterrorist value (in return for later seeking a reduced sentence), increasing the probability of a justified conviction (again, in return for later seeking a reduced sentence), deterring some further acts of terrorism (if the sentence sought is not later reduced), and providing some immediate sense of obtaining a "pound of flesh" among family and friends of the victims and various "societies" (that may prove transient if the sentence is reduced).

As can be surmised from the above, a post-conviction death penalty may also have benefits as to deterrence of some terrorist acts of some terrorists and as to the "pound of flesh" (assuming that the pound is ethically congruent with the crime and, indeed, is ethical at any time.) However, in the present case, a post-conviction death penalty can have a downside in the context of the deterrent, rehabilitation, and punishment consequences of any penalty. For example, the defendant allegedly expected to die during the terrorist operation. Is the death penalty a deterrent against suicidal terrorists or an attraction? Rehabilitation is not an Issue for a suicidal terrorist--although some analysts may claim that rehabilitation efforts might be the best punishment for this sort of perpetrator, while other claim that suicidality is a transient or cyclic phenomenon and, thus, rehabilitation would be a germane aspect of a penalty. Finally, even if punishment--in the sense of a death penalty that would be aversive to many people--may not be aversive to the defendant, it still can reinforce the notion of the linkage of social sanctions and a social sense of the rule of law even within the context of a calculus concerning the death penalty as a human rights violation.